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Editor-in-Chief

Victor Callaghan is Professor of Computer Science, leader of the Intelligent Environments Group (IEG) and a director of the interdisciplinary Digital Lifestyles Centre (DLC) at Essex University. He established and directed mobile robotics research at Essex before founding the intelligent environments group (IEG). Both areas now host world-class teams and facilities. In particular, the IEG hosts the iSpace which is a full size digital home, the iClassroom is a high tech teaching facility, the iCampus, a Living lab based on an instrumented campus and the iWorld, and online mixed reality implementation of these spaces. Professor Callaghan holds a B.Eng and PhD in Electronics and Computing, respectively, from Sheffield University. In general terms, his main expertise concerns the application of pervasive computing technology to the creation of intelligent environments that range from smart classrooms to immersive educational technology environments. He works closely with colleagues in the Network Education College in Shanghai (the online education arm of Shanghai Jiao Tong University) and the Department of Educational Technology at San Diego State University. In addition he is one of the founding board members of the Creative Science Foundation, a collaboration with Intel for introducing creative methodology to regular science teaching. He is also working with other commercial companies on the development of cutting edge teaching technology such as the Immersive Displays Ltd range of immersive reality teaching desks and the FortTo Ltd range of student laboratory equipment for teaching embedded-computing. Professor Callaghan has authored over 200 papers in international journals, conferences and books and he holds 4 key patents in his field. He has been principal investigator on numerous international and national projects in the area of pervasive computing attracting over 2 million pounds in research funding. He is a founder and principal organiser of the international annual IEEE sponsored conference, Intelligent Environments, a key member of the organizational team for the Pervasive Computing & Applications, Ubiquitous Intelligence & Computing conferences, founder member of the Creative Science Foundation (and associated workshops) and a member of the editorial teams of the Intelligent Buildings International, Pervasive Computing & Communications, Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments journals.

Dr. Minjuan Wang is a Professor of Learning Design and Technology at San Diego State University (SDSU) and a visiting professor of Shanghai International Studies University (Oriental Scholar). Her current research specialties focus on the sociocultural aspects of online learning, mobile learning, intelligent systems, and Cloud learning. Currently, she conducts research on teaching and learning in
international multicultural settings and the use of mobile learning in formal and informal learning. Minjuan serves on the editorial boards for three outstanding journals: Open Education Research, International Journal on E-Learning (IJEL), and the Open Education Journal. She has also been a long-time reviewer for the premier journal—Educational Technology Research and Development, and a reviewer for more than 10 other international journals. In addition, she edited the Handbook of Research on Hybrid Learning Models. A winner of several research awards, Minjuan has more than 100 peer-reviewed articles published in premier journals, such as Educational Technology Research and Development, IEEE Transactions on Education, Computers and Education, British Journal of Educational Technology, and Educational Technology and Society. She has also published several book chapters on Best practices in teaching online or hybrid courses, Cross-cultural issues in online learning, Cybergogy for interactive learning online, and assessment of mobile learning in large classrooms. The Cybergogy for Engaged Learning Model she created has been recognized as an instructional design model (http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/en/Cybergogy).
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